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Flora Albaicin 

"Ready to Dance"

Flora Albaicin is the oldest in Barcelona of its kind. A one-stop-shop for

people interested in Flamenco, the shop offers an excellent collection of

flamenco skirts, shoes, dresses, and accessories (including flower combs,

shawls, and fans). The knowledgeable staff will help you pick the perfect

outfit, whether you're just starting off or an expert. Besides this, the shop

also offers a beautiful collection of Flamenco-related gifts and souvenirs.

Stop by and take a bit of the city's cultural flair home.

 +34 93 302 1035  www.tiendaflamenco.com  consultas@tiendaflamenco

.com

 Calle Canuda 3, Next to

Ramblas, Barcelona

 by Public Domain   

Fira Artesana 

"For Foodies"

Also known as the Honey Market, Fira Artesana though is a hidden gem is

also a popular market among the locals. Overlooking the Basílica de Santa

Maria del Pi, it is held on the first and third Friday, Saturday and Sunday of

every month from 10a to 2p and 5p to 9p. A hub for Catalan farmers, this

market is known for its organic wares. Cheese mongers will find a variety

of artisan cheese. There are an array of cakes and honey-based treats that

will tempt you.

 Plaça del Pi 1, Barcelona

 by Nikodem Nijaki   

Greater Synagogue of Barcelona 

"Synagogue & Museum"

Located in central Barcelona, the Sinagoga Mayor de Barcelona is one of

the oldest synagogues in Europe. It sits facing southeast, pointing to

Jerusalem. The architecture of the Sinagoga Mayor de Barcelona dates

back to the third century, and excavations have unearthed first-century

Roman walls made of stones from Carthage. A historic treasure, the

synagogue has two rooms, the foyer and the main room, and a healthy

number of artifacts on display. It was converted to a museum in 2002 and

now welcomes guests both local and visiting to learn about the Jewish

history of this lovely city.

 +34 93 3 17 0790  Carrer de Marlet 5, Barcelona

Hyde Club 

"Dancing & Cocktails"

A fairly recent addition to Barcelona's happening nocturnal scene, Hyde

has proven popular with the city's hip club-goers. The lounge is tastefully

lit and boasts a modern, angular aesthetic. The music tends to be on the

more mellow side of house, making it a perfect spot to hang out with

friends as well as dance until the wee hours of the morning. Drinks are

pricey but the cocktails are excellent - or if you're feeling particularly flush

https://cityseeker.com/barcelona/683324-flora-albaicin


with cash, then splash out on a bottle of champagne for the table. The

plush decor and metallic ivory undertones exude a glamorous and

sophisticated vibe. The space also plays host to parties and private

events. Check out the website for detailed information.

 +34 654 20 1006  www.hydebcn.com/  Pasaje Domingo 3, Barcelona

 by "Colby Stopa"   

StaDemonia 

"When Barcelona is Inked"

At StaDemonia's aesthetically designed studio space, art and design reign

supreme. Situated on a busy shopping street, this studio has a healthy mix

of innovation and experience. Traditional tattoos are the specialty here

and the artists make sure the designs are unique to the customers. Those

who seek body piercings can ask for Sara who is the in-house expert.

StaDemonia also hosts interesting art shows and exhibitions occasionally.

 +34 9 3167 2506  www.stademonia.com/  sara@stademonia.com  Carrer de Sant Domènec de

Santa Caterina 3, Barcelona

 by Biblioteca Facultad de

Empresa y Gestión Pública   

Archivo Fotográfico de Barcelona 

"Renowned Photographic Museum"

Archivo Fotográfico de Barcelona is a renowned photographic museum in

Barcelona that has been operational since the year 1931. The museum

was founded in order to assemble, compile, and circulate photographs of

historic and cultural value. The establishment is affiliated with the Council

of Barcelona works towards the awareness of regional history. If you need

a lesson in Catalunian History without having to read multiple books,

come here and get a pictorial flashback of this city's turbulent and

glorious past.

 +34 93 256 3420  arxiufotografic.bcn.cat/ca  Plaça de Pons i Clerch 2, Barcelona

 by kerdkanno   

KIroMASAJE 

"Oriental Wellness"

Wipe away the stresses of the daily grind with a refreshing massage at

KIroMASAJE. Established in 2005, the specialty massage center

incorporates a holistic approach, considering mental well-being along with

the physical aspects of the massage. The treatments on offer take

inspiration from the rich Asian traditions of massage therapy and offer

something for all needs. From the classic Deep Tissue and Hot Stone

massages to their signature KiroMASAJE Timeless and the decadent Maya

Gold Hot Massage, the selection on offer is diverse. Check website for

more.

 +34 677372575  kiromasaje.com@gmail.com  Carrer de la Cirera, Number 5, Ground

Floor, Barcelona

 by "Hernan Irastorza"   

Kannon Gyo 

"Relax With Yoga"

A great place for fitness-enthusiasts, Kannon Gyo offers a range of

activities like yoga, meditation, reiki and creative dance. The calm and

soothing atmosphere of this place, allows you to relax and get in harmony

with your mind, body and soul. Located in the neighborhood of La Ribera,

it sees a lot of locals and some visitors. Classes for all activities are

conducted by professional trainers, so that you can learn the art of good

health and body. Have a look at their website to get more details.

 +34 93 268 0432  info@kannongyo.com  Calle Agullers 17, Barcelona



 by Public Domain   

Mojito Club 

"Mojitos & Merengue"

Mojito Club sure knows how to keep the party going: open 365 days a

year, this discotheque is packed with people on almost any night. As the

name suggests, Mojito Club is a tribute to Latin music and entertainment.

DJs from various countries play danzoon, salsa, merengue and Latin

dance to keep the crowds going. The highlight of the party, however, are

the professional dancers and Latin gogos that are featured occasionally.

Pay close attention and you might just about learn how to salsa! Check

website for exact timings.

 +34 93 237 6528  www.mojitoescueladebail

e.com/

 infomojito@gmail.com  carrer del Rosselló 217,

Barcelona

 by ca:user:amadalvarez   

Palau Macaya 

"Old-style Architecture"

Palau Macaya is a Gothic building with a spectacular courtyard full of lush

green trees. The building was designed by Puig i Cadafalch. The

ornamental windows lend an air of timeless beauty to the structure.

Exhibitiions and shows are held here from time to time to packed

audiences. Visit this site to take in the breath-taking splendor of the

architecture.

 +34 93 368 9700 (Tourist Information)  Passeig de Sant Joan 108, Barcelona

Hartmann Gallery 

"Snap Shots"

Barcelona, a city with a history of nearly 2000 years, has a rich heritage of

visual and performing arts. Galeria Hartmann, established in 1999,

provides a platform from which artists can exhibit their pieces of modern

art. The local artists are able to share ideas with national and international

professionals. It has also been a part of various art festivals. Visit the

gallery and be inspired.

 +34 93 415 9556  www.galeriahartmann.co

m/

 info@galeriahartmann.com  carrer de Santa Teresa Bajos

8, Barcelona

 by StockSnap   

ONDA Hair & Beauty Salon 

"Luxurious Treatments"

Situated in the Barceloneta Market Square, ONDA Hair & Beauty Salon is

the place to be for a vast range of hair and beauty treatments. If a new

look is what you seek, the stylists at this salon can give you the trendiest

haircut of the season, with a fantastic new hair color to boot. Keratin

treatment, hair extensions, and other such services are also offered. Their

massages, body wraps, manicures, and pedicures are the ultimate form of

relaxation. The salon itself is spacious and clean and the ambiance is

extremely serene.

 +34 93 187 3236  www.ondasalon.com/  info@ondasalon.com  Carrer Atlantida 53,

Barceloneta Market Square,

Barcelona







 by Jorge Franganillo   

Jardins de Mossèn Costa I Llobera 

"Exotic & Mediterranean Plants"

Located on Montjuïc Mountain, these gardens were opened to the public

in 1970. They have exotic plants from Kenya, Ethiopia and Mexico, as well

as standard Mediterranean species such as pines. The gardens are named

after a poet who wrote an ode to the Pi de Formentor (a pine tree from the

Balearic Islands). Although very different from the usual green spaces that

are major tourist attractions, this is a lovely place to walk and a good stop-

off on the way to the top of the mountain.

 +34 93 285 3834 (Tourist

Information)

 ajuntament.barcelona.cat/

ecologiaurbana/ca

 info@barcelonaturisme.co

m

 Carretera de Miramar 1-13,

Barcelona

 by slasher-fun   

Turó de la Rovira 

"Heritage Hill in the City"

The Turó de la Rovira is a hill in the city of Barcelona which is a part of the

Three Hills Park and one of the archaeological preservation sites which

come under the purview of the Meuseu D'Historia De Barcelona. The hill

once had evidence of a prehistoric civilization which which can no longer

be found. However, the early 20th Century anti-aircraft bunker attracts

quite a few tourists. The spectacular, panoramic view from atop the hill is

another aspect which attracts visitors.

 Carer del Turó de la Rovira, Barcelona

 by Jordiferrer   

De la Mar Bella Beach 

"Only Nudist Beach"

The only official nude beach in Barcelona, this sandy stretch is also home

to the Base Nàutica de la Mar Bella where visitors can rent water sports

equipment and take lessons in a wide range of activities on the sea. De la

Mar Bella Beach generally attracts a friendly crowd of sunbathers, happy

to relax with newcomers and share their golden rays. Facilities at De la

Mar Bella Beach include showers, toilets, garbage collection, children's

play areas, parking, disabled access, lifeguards, and safe drinking water

fountains. Note that visitors are advised not to swim near the breakwater,

not to bring domestic pets, and not to use soap in the sea.

 +34 932 210 348  www.barcelonaturisme.com/wv3/en

/page/1117/mar-bella-beach.html

 Passeig Marítim de la Mar Bella,

Barcelona

 by Canaan   

Jardines de la Tamarita 

"An Ornate Garden"

Jardines de la Tamarita is a true oasis of the bustling city of Barcelona.

Defined by fountains, an artificial waterfall and a pond, the garden

delights your vision with its ornamental beauty. It's also accentuated with

sculptures and statues that narrate tales of its historic past. An address to

towering trees creating a canopy of shade over its winding paths, Jardines

de la Tamarita presents itself as a verdant break from your shopping and

touristy excursions.

 +34 93 4 17 1953  Passeig de Sant Gervasi 47, Barcelona



 by ca:User:amadalvarez   

Sarrià Market 

"Classic Cozy Neighborhood Market"

Founded in 1911, the Sarrià market is made up of a Super Estalvi

supermarket and various stalls selling fruits and vegetables, meat, poultry

and more. In the very center there's a little island where fresh fish is sold,

which is typical of this kind of market. This place owes a lot of its charm to

its small size - you get the feeling that everyone, sellers and buyers alike,

have known each other all their lives. If you're bringing a shopping cart or

small children take care to come in one of the back entrances, since all the

others have long steep stairs leading in.

 +34 93 203 0291  www.mercatsarria.com/  mercatsarria@mercatsbcn.

cat

 Passeig Reina Elisenda de

Montcada 8, Barcelona

 by Tassilirosmar   

Parc del Laberint d'Horta 

"Enchanting Paradise"

The Italian architect, Domenico Bagutti, is the mastermind behind Parque

del Laberint d'Horta. Constructed in the 18th Century, it shares space with

the Desvalls' family mansion in the Horta-Guinardó district and is the

oldest of its kind in the city. Spread over nine hectares (20 acres), its most

significant feature is the labyrinth that lends its name to the park. It boasts

an inspiring amalgamation of Neoclassical and Romantic schools of

architecture with manicured lawns punctuated with Greek mythological

sculptures, ornate fountains and rich flora. The beautiful layout has served

as a backdrop for numerous performing arts and has served as a film set

too.

 +34 93 285 3834 (Tourist Information)  info@barcelonaturisme.com  Passeig del Castanyers 1-17, Barcelona

 by Canaan   

Church of Colònia Güell 

"Modern Meets Classic"

As one of the most recognizable landmarks and attractions in Barcelona,

Colonia Güell is a popular tourist attraction. Commissioned by Count

Eusebi Guell in 1898 for his workers at the nearby textile factory, the

church was the mastermind of famed architect, Antoni Gaudi.

Unfortunately, only a portion was completed due to a loss of revenue from

Güell's textile business. Today the church is a UNESCO World Heritage

Site and is also known as, Gaudi's Crypt or Cripta Gaudi. Truly a sight to

behold, this landmark is one of Gaudi's lesser-known treasures and unlike

any other structure you'll see.

 +34 93 630 5807  www.gaudicoloniaguell.or

g/en

 coloniaguell@adleisure.co

m

 Carrer Claudi Güell 6, La

Colònia Güell, Barcelona
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